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Gender Remade

Citizenship, Suffrage, and Public Power in the New Northwest,
1879–1912

Gender Remade explores a little-known experiment in gender equality

in Washington Territory in the 1870s and 1880s. Building on path-

breaking innovations in marital and civil equality, lawmakers extended

a long list of political rights and obligations to both men and women,

including the right to serve on juries and hold public office. As the

territory moved toward statehood, however, jury duty and constitu-

tional co-sovereignty proved to be particularly controversial; in the end,

“modernization” and national integration brought disastrous losses for

women until 1910, when political rights were partially restored. Losses

to women’s sovereignty were profound and enduring – a finding that

points not to rights and powers, but to constitutionalism and the power

of social practice as Americans struggled to establish gender equality.

Gender Remade is a significant contribution to the understudied legal

history of the American West, especially the role that legal culture

played in making the passage from territory to statehood.

Sandra F. VanBurkleo is Associate Professor of History at Wayne State

University.
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It goes without saying that I accept full responsibility for mistakes and thick-
headedness. State historians may well find naiveté or carpet-bagging: I’m a
Midwesterner, after all, presuming to explain developments in a place with
huge conifers, mountains that resemble the teeth of carnivorous animals, and a
body of water considerably larger than any of the Great Lakes. Because
colleagues cannot foresee what will be made of their offerings, they should be
held blameless – unless I win prizes, in which case they should accompanyme to
the podium.
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Periodical abbreviations

BBR Bellingham Bay Reveille
BH Bellingham Herald
CC Columbia Chronicle
CP Chicago Post
CT Chicago Tribune
LAT Los Angeles Times
LCB Lewis County Bee
LE Leavenworth Echo
LJ Labor Journal
NN New Northwest [Portland]
NYT New York Times
OR Oregonian (or) Daily Oregonian [Portland]
PH Pullman Herald
PSWA Puget Sound Weekly Argus
PSWC Puget Sound Weekly Courier
SJI San Juan Islander
SDPI, SPI Seattle Daily Post-Intelligencer (or) Seattle Post-Intelligencer
SFC Spokane Falls Chronicle
SFR, SR Spokane Falls Review (or) Spokane [Daily] Review
SP Seattle Press (or) Seattle Daily Press
SPT Seattle Press-Times
SS Seattle Star
ST, SDT Seattle Times (or) Seattle Daily Times
TDL, TDT Tacoma Daily Ledger (or) Tacoma Daily Tribune
TT Tacoma Times
WJ Woman’s Journal
WP Washington Post (Washington, DC)
WR Whatcom Reveille
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WS Washington Standard
WWS Walla Walla Statesman
WWU Walla Walla Union
[Titles cited fewer than three times have not been abbreviated. Before 1890,
newspapers were irregularly paginated and titled; I give page numbers where
they were available and ignore title variations such as Daily or Weekly, when
variations appear erratically].

repositories and abbreviations

Newspapers published in Washington Territory and State are widely available
in microform and in digital formats, as at the Washington State Library and
Historical Society, both in Tacoma; the University of Washington Library in
Seattle; Central Washington University, Ellensburg; or Washington State
University, Pullman. For that reason, I omit repository names unless I used
originals or clippings. The Woman’s Journal is available on microfilm at
Hatcher Graduate Library, University of Michigan. The Washington
Historical Society offers a useful online newspaper collection. New York,
District of Columbia, California, and Illinois titles can be found in historical-
newspaper digital collections. I do not use the term “sic” to indicate spellings or
usages unlike our own.

The Washington State Archives’ holdings are scattered across the state.
Records of the territorial courts, early state supreme court, and attorney
general’s office are now stored largely in Olympia at the main branch; other
judicial records are housed at other branches. Archivists provide expert advice
about the archival network and its digitized finding aids. I use these
abbreviations:

PNC Center for Studies of the Pacific Northwest (Western
Washington University)

PSRA Puget Sound Regional Archives, Bellingham
UWSC University of Washington Special Collections (Seattle)
WSA-Belle Washington State Archives, Bellevue
WSA-C Washington State Archives, Cheney
WSA-E Washington State Archives, Ellensburg
WSA-GH Washington State Archives, Grays Harbor
WSA-O Washington State Archives, Olympia (main branch)
WSHS Washington State Historical Society
WSU-SC Washington State University Special Collections (Pullman)
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